
\ilhere was Beaumont?
by Andrew White

Beaumont is unusual in our district as being the only place-
name ofNorman-French origin. Such late namings usually imply
either renaming of an existing place or an altogether new
settlement planted within an already crowded landscape. It is
therefore interesting to look into why a new name was given
and what it implied.

Beaumont does not appear in Domesday Book. It is sometimes
suggested @arrer & Brownbill,lgl4,59) that it is represented
by the entry 'Neuhuse' within the manor ofHalton, glossed for
some reason in the latest edition ofDomesday (Morgan, 1978)
as 'Newsham', although there is no such place. Beaumont itself,,
meaning 'beautiful hill', first appears in its Latin form 'Belli
Montis' in the Coucher Book of Furness Abbey c.ll90. Very
probably the strong Norman-French influence of the Savignac
monks accounts for the naming of this important acquisition.

There is no village. 'Beaumont' names all lie today within Slyne
-with-Hest parish but the first OS 6" map of the area shows
part within Skerton parish and part, around Beaumont Cote,
within Bolton-le-Sands parish. It seems therefore that
Beaumont represents the accumulated land-holdings of Furness
Abbey, which did not fit at all neatly into the existing pattern of
parishes. Disputes over tithes in the l3th century serve to
underline this mismatch. (Brownbill, 1915, 180)

Today there are three main foci to Beaumont; Beaumont Hall,
just to the north ofthe Lancaster Canal, Beaumont Grange, in
Slyne township and Boltonle- Sands parish and Beaumont Cote,
north of Halton and east of Kellet Lane. Little seems to be
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known about the early history of the first, although the house

is old. (Farrer & Brownbill,1914,60). Beaumont Grange has

had a number of names, such as 'Black Castle' in the 18th

century (Yates' map 1786) and 'Beaumont Hall' in the mid-
lgth (OS 6" 1848). It does, however, seemto be the site ofthe
important gange ofFurness Abbey. The matter is not absolutely

certain, but the farm, of 297 acres, always used to be tithe-
free, which is very often the case with former monastic property.

A rental of I 53 8-9 (Brownbill, 1919, 641-2) lists the following
pieces of land, totalling 280 acres, let out to many tenants:

Lytell Anclyfr Great Anclyfi The Quynnes, Harbane, Collett
Pasture and Cotehame, Dowslatte, Abbott Lyttelslatte,
Cowmes, Neweclose and Abbott Flatt, Crampebuttes, Cotgartb
The Slyndell, Shortebuttes, Crystcrofte, Monkmedowe, site of
the Grange, Holgyll, Calfclose, and Pyttes. Clearly the Grange

had ceased to function as a unit by this date, hence the
uncertainty as to the exact site of the buildings. When it was

created, c.1200, the hamlet of Staplethorn was depopulated.
(White, 1974, 4l-3) It seems to have stood near the present

Ancliffe Hall and the two 'Anclyff field-names in the preceding

list may mark its site.

There was also an equally important fishery attached to the

Grange, known as 'Beaumont Fishing'. The fishery involved a

fixed fish-weir somewhere in the vicinity of Skerton Weirs, the

right to two draughts of a seine net in threethroughout a named

stretch of the Lune, and also a fish-booth, probably associated

with the dryrng of nets, nearby. (Brownbill, 1915, 218, tilhite,

1993,36-8). The Abbey's bercaria or sheepcote of
'Mabildancote' may be represented by the modern Beaumont
Cote. (White, 1993, 37).
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Finally, it would be useful to know which was the 'beautiful
hill' which was named in the l2th century. The area known as

Beaumont is quite a wide one and there are no particularly
obvious hills within it, though the ground is highest (about

100m. above OD) just to the west of Beaumont Cote.
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Wetland Research in Lancashire:
Latest Results from the North West Wetlands Survey

by Robert Middleton

The importance ofmires for the preservation oforganic remains
has been known since the antiquity ofbog bodies and wooden
trackways was established earlier this century This coincided
with the rapid development of techniques for environmental
reconstruction, notably pollen analysis. In the last few years
the threats to wetlands posed by drainage, peat cutting, and
many other developments, have been recognised and steps taken
to preserve their botanical and archaeological information. The
North West has always been a key area for wetland research
because large numbers of well-preserved mires have produced
many artefacts and structures, including Lindow Man.

In 1989 the North West Wetland Survey was initiated by English
Heritage to examine the archaeology of the lowland peat of
North West England (from Shropshire to the Scottish Border)
and to undertake detailed palaeoecological studies enabling the
reconstruction of ancient environments. Since then, survey
work has been undertaken in North Lancashire, Merseyside,
Cumbria, and Greater Manchester. Work in Cheshire will start
this year (1993). Initial results from the work in Lancashire
and Cumbria were reported in Contrebis for 1990 (Middleton
1990). This note seeks to describe the recent progress the survey
has made in the interpretation of the prehistory of North
Lancashire.
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